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0. Introduction 
 
The representation of life through images has always been a part of human culture, 
even before writing. A shallow dive in art history shows that these representations—
meaning “the description or portrayal of someone or something in a particular 
way”1—have largely been in favour of carefully mimicking the appearance of its 
subject. This preference for highly realistic depiction is known as the concept 
mimesis—derived from the ancient Greek word “mimesis” meaning “to imitate.”2 
Mimesis not only functioned to carefully imitate, but also to beautify, improve upon 
and universalize through artistic expression.3 Take for example Venus de Milo, a 
statue assumed to be created by Alexandros of Antioch, around 100-130 BC. 
Although the statue is now famously known for its imperfections (as it is in loss of 
arms,) the statue might have, originally, resembled the human body very accurately. 
However, with over two meters in height it towers over the average human and is 
blessed with a carved marble skin of inhuman perfection and idealistic proportions. It 
is safe to assume that the statue serviced as a figurehead of pristine beauty, as the  
statue (likely) depicts Venus (or in Greek, Aphrodite): the “goddess of love and sexual 
desire.”4 As exemplified in Venus de Milo, the ‘real’ in mimesis can be understood as 
aesthetically ‘true to nature’. Its idealistic depiction however, is as supernatural as its 
subject. 
 

 
It was because of this very reason that philosopher Plato was suspicious of the mimetic 
image. As stated in Book X of The Republic, Plato viewed mimetic art as the imitation 
of an imitation, being thrice removed from the ‘real.’5 Plato explains his reasoning 
through the example of a bed: A carpenter, who desires to make a bed, lends from the 
‘idea of a bed’ in order to imagine one. The carpenter then mimics a bed from this 
image, making the ‘idea of the bed’ the original and the ‘realized bed’ its copy. The 
artist, who then paints the bed, translates the physical appearance of the bed to an 
image. This image then, only looks like the ‘realized bed’ and lost all understanding of 
its construction.6 This leaves the image a particular interpretation, confined to just 
superficial likeness as if its surface is disguised in a mere cloak of ‘bed.’ Plato therefore 
viewed the illusion of mimetic depiction as “deceptive, defective, and thus inferior [to 
the idea].”7 As Plato’s theory remained highly influential, similar narratives can be 
found in conceptual art. For example: One or Three Chairs by Joseph Kossuth. In this 
installation of representational ‘chairs’, where Kossuth seems to emphasize idea over 
form. 

																																																								
1	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Representation”,	(accessed	January	28,	2019):	
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Figure i: Suggestion of the 
statue in original state. 
Paul Carus: The Venus of 
Milo: An Archaeological 
Study of the Goddess of 
Womanhood. The Open 
Court Publishing 
Company, 
Chicago/London, 1916. 

 



 

 	
 
Figure ii: Joseph Kossuth: One or Three Chairs, 1965, Modern Museum of Arts, New York. From: MoMa Online 
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/81435 (accessed on February 2, 2019). 

Plato’s plea for ‘idea over form’ seemed to be—as Susan Sontag observes in The 
Image World—attainable during the Enlightenment of the mid-nineteenth century, as 
it marked the “retreat of old religious and political illusions before the advance of 
humanistic and scientific thinking.”8 However, Sontag states—using observations of 
Feuerbach9—that ‘modern society’ became one that “preferred the representation to 
the original” as: 

 
…its chief activities is producing and consuming images, when images that 
have extraordinary powers to determine our demands upon reality and are 
themselves coveted substitutes for first-hand experience become indispensable 
to the health of the economy, the stability of the polity, and the pursuit of 
private happiness.”10  
 

The ‘images with extraordinary powers’ Sontag refers to, are in fact photographs.11 In 
the contemporary world, we could say that Sontag’s description of ‘modern society’ is 
still relevant. Maybe more than ever, as we heavily depend on the photographic image 
to orient us in life. On a daily basis, we not only consume mass-amounts of images, we 
also contribute to the mass-circulation of high-quality images. We produce them, crop 
them, tweak them, put filters on them and (re-)distribute them in simple operations. 
We make them universally accessible through the Internet, which in itself is also 
increasingly accessible at any moment. Moreover, as Hito Steyerl observes in The 
Spam of the Earth: Withdrawal from Presentation, a large chunk of circulating images 
is what she calls image spam: advertisements that feature ‘ideal’ humans, “scantily 
dressed degree-holders with jolly smiles enhanced by orthodontic braces.”12 These 
images are, according to Steyerl, purely there to cheaply “trigger mimetic desires and 
make people want to become like the products represented in them.”13  
 
In the midst of the mass image exchange, Hito Steyerl also recognizes a by-product 
that seems to, in a way, reverse towards the interest of Plato: the ‘poor image’. In her 
essay In Defense of the Poor Image, this image is described as a “copy in motion” that 
loses matter as it gains speed when its being “squeezed through slow digital 

																																																								
8	Susan	Sontag,	“The	Image	World”,	Visual	Culture:	the	Reader,	Ed.	Jessica	Evans	and	Stuart	Hall	(London:	SAGE	
Publications	Ltd,	1999),	80.	
9	Sontag:	“In	the	preface	to	the	second	edition	(1843)	of	The	Essence	of	Christianity”,	80.	
10	Sontag,	80.	
11	There	is	a	more	in	depth	view	on	the	photograph	in	chapter	1.	
12	Hito	Steyerl,	“The	Spam	of	the	Earth:	Withdrawal	From	Representation”,	E-flux	Journal	#32	(February	2012):	1,	
http://worker01.e-flux.com/pdf/article_8948981.pdf	
13	Steyerl,	3.	



connections, compressed, ripped, remixed, as well as copied and pasted into other 
channels of distribution.”14 Steyerl observes the poor image as a resistant move against 
“the fetish culture of visibility” because of its “dematerialization.” At the same time 
she states that it integrates perfectly in “an information capitalism thriving on 
compressed attention spans, on impression rather than immersion.”15 The accidental 
loss of resolution in the image creates a certain abstraction that seems to loosen it from 
its mimetic restraint, gaining an independence and freedom in favour of the subjective 
mind. As Steyerl puts it: “it is a visual idea in its very becoming.”16  
 
The “visual idea” seems to be somewhere between the world of depiction and 
conception. I would like to examine how this image that, constrained to low detail, 
seems to attain new qualities. And I would like to explore what we can gain from it 
when it is intentionally applied. What can we learn from low-resolution in a world that 
favours high-resolution? What space can it open up outside of the real? How can a 
low-resolution image allow for more sincerity, subjectivity, and fantasy in what it 
represents? 
 
The impact of resolution mainly shows in detail, as it determines the density of pixels 
in the image. Lowering the resolution of an image automatically results in abstraction. 
The term abstraction can be understood as a “the quality of dealing with ideas rather 
than events,”17 and seems to Platonically favour conceptual thinking over the sensual 
perception. Abstraction played a huge part in modern art history as, for example, can 
be seen in the art of Piet Mondriaan. Early paintings feature the representation of 
nature, like trees, that though time start to abstract in compositions of horizontal and 
vertical lines with filled spaces. Through abstraction, Mondriaan searched for ultimate 
harmony and internal truth that moved beyond what the senses can perceive. The art 
of Mondriaan and the low-resolution image find common ground in the sense that 
both seem to favour idea to form through the working of abstraction. But unlike the 
work of Mondriaan, which is considered high-art, pristine and highly influential in the 
arts, the low-resolution image also maintains its ‘low’ in cultural status. It is perceived 
as digital waste, poorly executed and laughable: a shitty copy.  
 

					 	
 
Figure iii: Piet Mondriaan, Avond; De rode boom, 1908-1910, oil on canvas, 70 x 99 cm, Gemeentemuseum Den 
Haag, From: Gemeente museum https://www.gemeentemuseum.nl/nl/tentoonstellingen/mondriaan-de-stijl (accessed 
on February 5, 2019).  
 
Figure iv: Piet Mondriaan, Compositie met groot rood vlak, geel, zwart, grijs en blauw, 1921, Oil on canvas, 59.5 x 
59.5 cm, Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, From: Mondriaan.nl mondriaan.nl/nl/de-reis-naar-abstractie (accessed on 
February 5, 2019). 

																																																								
14	Hito	Steyerl,	“In	Defense	of	the	Poor	Image”,	E-flux	Journal	#10	(November	2009):	1,	http://worker01.e-
flux.com/pdf/article_94.pdf	
15	Steyerl,	7.	
16	Steyerl,	1.		
17	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Abstraction,	1”,	(accessed	February	5,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/abstraction	



 
Where the art of Mondriaan becomes pure abstraction, the low-resolution image still 
functions as a copy,“a pictorial representation of someone or something.”18 The 
abstraction that occurs by lowering resolution can be seen as ‘functional’ as it also 
allows a wider perception of the image. As described by Scott McCloud in 
Understanding Comics, the cartoon image similarly uses abstraction functionally. The 
loss of detail moves the image from complex to simple, objective to subjective, specific 
to universal and realistic to iconic. With ‘iconic’ here, McCloud means an “iconic 
representation of a person, place, thing or idea.”19 As an example of the process, 
McCloud shows a detailed image of ‘a face’ which he, in steps, reduces to the iconic 
image of ‘face’: a circle with two dots as eyes and a line underneath representing the 
mouth. The ‘iconic image’ still represents a ‘face’, but compared to its detailed origin; 
it avoids being someone’s particular face. The consideration of resolution in an image 
is comparable to that of definition in the cartoon image. But where the detailing in the 
cartoon image is in the complete control of the illustrator, the detailing of the low-
resolution image is based on its format. The low-resolution is inevitably tied to the 
digital, as its materiality “emerges from the interplay between the text as physical 
artefact, its conceptual content, and the interpretive activities of readers and writers.”20 
 

	
Figure v: Cartooning of the Image 
Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics (Harper Collins Publishers 1993), 46. 

The low-resolution image already played its part in the book of (digital) history, as it 
was once the standard resolution, due to limits of technology. Where low-resolution 
can be seen as a fixed starting point, high-resolution is growing ‘higher’ with 
advancement. In What is ‘Post-digital’? Florian Cramer establishes though a Google 
image search result that ‘digital’ is visualized in suggestions of “blue coolness and 
high-tech and high-fidelity cleanness.” 21 It seems to be defined by the idea of 
advancement and progression. In this situation, a conscious revival of the low-
resolution image seems absurd. The low-resolution is a ghost from the past. It is seen 
as useless, out-dated and inferior in the context of ‘digital.’ Revival of low-resolution 
images does, however, fit the attitude of the ‘Post-digital’ explored in Cramer’s text.  
 
Although Cramer explores the term ‘Post-digital’ in a very extensive sense, it can be 
generally stated that post-digitalism is a phenomenon in art and digital culture that 
favours a surpassed, old iteration of media over technology’s current and latest. The 

																																																								
18	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Impression,	2.1”,	(accessed	February	5,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/impression	
19	Scott	McCloud,	“The	Vocabulary	of	Comics”,	Understanding	Comics	(Harper	Collins	
Publishers	1993),	27.	
20	Rosa Menkman, Beyond Resolution: An Introduction, Academia.edu, 2017, 2, 
http://www.academia.edu/36445732/Beyond_Resolution_An_Introduction 
21	Florian	Cramer,	“What	is	‘Post-digital’”,	APRJA	no.	3.1	(2014):	6,	http://www.aprja.net/what-is-post-digital/?pdf=1318	



prefix ‘post’ in ‘post-digital’ is according to Cramer, not to be understood as “an 
inevitable linear progression of cultural and intellectual history.”22 Rather, he 
compares it to the understanding of ‘post’ like in ‘post-punk’, which to him points to 
“subtle cultural shifts and ongoing mutations” for the purpose of reflection, rather 
than linear progression.23 The ‘why’ of post-digital is explored in many ways, but the 
one most fitting for the low-resolution image is using ‘old’ media to be used like ‘new 
media’. While its aesthetics refer back to something ‘past’, its function has to redefine 
itself in context of ‘now.’ It might fit even better in what Cramer rephrases as “DIY vs. 
corporate media, rather than ‘new’ vs. ‘old’ media” 24 as the low-resolution seems to 
represent an image that is home made, amateur and personal, rather than commercial, 
professional and general.  
 
In light of the ‘post-digital’, the low-resolution image aesthetically rejects the idea of 
the ‘digital’ as “progress” and the image as a “theological movement toward perfect 
representation.”25 Conceptually, it allows an alternative view that is inherently 
detached from realistic depiction, yet be clear enough to understand and leave the rest 
to the world of imagination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
22	Cramer,	5.	
23	Cramer,	5.	
24	Cramer,	14.	
25	Cramer,	6	



Chapter 1 
Sincerity: why low-resolution is trustworthy. 
 
As stated in the introduction, Plato was no advocate of understanding the world 
through the mimetic depiction. In the Allegory of the Cave, Plato uses the metaphor 
of a cave to insinuate that perceiving the world through image copies is like 
understanding the world through only shadows casted by light. Only when one looks 
away from the shadows, one can see that they are merely casts of the actual thing and 
pursue the light, rather than the shadow. In this analogy, the light stands for the 
pursuit of enlightenment, and is according to Plato, closest to ‘truth.’ 26 The 
description of the ‘light’ can be understood to imply ‘sincerity’: “The absence of 
pretence, deceit, or hypocrisy.”27 If the shadows represent images, the pursuit of light 
here, involves thinking and the concept. If we understand a low-resolution image to 
place itself between image and concept,28 does the image than indeed gain certain 
sincerity, like Plato suggest is present in the conceptual? What can we gain from it? 
Before exploring these questions, I will first shape a deeper understanding of the high-
resolution image and its relation to sincerity.  
 
A high-resolution image can be understood as a highly detailed, digital translation 
and/or alteration of a photographic image. It seems to surpass all its mimetic 
predecessors because a photograph—as Susan Sontag observes in the Image World—
appears to be “directly stencilled off the real” made through “the registration of an 
emanation (light waves reflected by objects.)”29 In other words: the photograph not 
only accurately mimics the real, it also presents it as objective information. It is for this 
reason that a photograph is perceived to not just represent its subject, but “to be part 
of, an extension of that subject; and a potent means of acquiring it, of gaining control 
over it.”30 Sontag recognizes this acquisition in different expressions. First, in the 
emotional attachment we seem to feel towards photographs depicting something or 
someone we cherish, as if part of them is indeed present in the image. Second, in the 
consumer’s relation we seem to have towards events where the photograph blurs the 
experience of actually being present and not being present. Thirdly, in the mass-
exchange of photos as information, used as “an item for exhibition, as record for 
scrutiny, as a target for surveillance.”31 These examples attest that the image is 
perceived to be in direct connection with its subject. It no longer just depicts the ‘real’; 
it begins to establish the ‘real’.  
 
In light of this perception, the high-resolution image can be defined as ‘sincere’: as a 
direct reflection of truth, understood to contain objective information. But according 
to Vilém Flusser, this understanding of the image is subject to a large degree of 
deception. In A Philosophy Towards Photography, Flusser states that highly realistic 
images are “supposed to be maps, but they turn into screens.”32 In other words: the 
image no longer represents it subject, but—by acquiring its subject—starts to 
“obscure“ it. The high-resolution image is “brilliant and impressive, more mimetic 
and magic,”33 but in the end, the high-resolution image is still just a grid of pixels. But 
as technology progresses, the pixel grid increasingly becomes denser: it grows closer to 
our vision and away from ‘image’. Flusser continues: “Human beings forget they 

																																																								
26	Marsilio	Ficino,	“Samenvatting	van	boek	VII”,	Plato,	Verzameld	Werk	10:	Politeia,	trans.	School	voor	Filosofie	
(Amsterdam	:	De	Driehoek,	2003)	365	
27	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Sincerity”,	(accessed	February	5,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/sincerity	
28	As	stated	in	the	introduction:	“The	accidental	loss	of	resolution	in	the	image	creates	a	certain	abstraction	that	seems	to	
loosen	it	from	its	mimetic	restraint,	gaining	an	independence	and	freedom	in	favour	of	the	subjective	mind.	As	Steyerl	
puts	it:	“it	is	a	visual	idea	in	its	very	becoming”.	
29	Susan	Sontag,	“The	Image	World”,	Visual	Culture:	the	Reader,	Ed.	Jessica	Evans	and	Stuart	Hall	(London:	SAGE	
Publications	Ltd,	1999),	81.	
30	Sontag,	81.	
31	Sontag,	81.	
32	Vilém	Flusser,	Towards	a	Philosophy	of	Photography	(London:	Reaktion	Books	Ltd,	2000),	10.	
33	Hito	Steyerl,	“In	Defense	of	the	Poor	Image”,	E-flux	Journal	#10	(November	2009):	1,	http://worker01.e-
flux.com/pdf/article_94.pdf	



created the images in order to orientate themselves in the world. Since they are no 
longer able to decode them, their lives become a function of their own images: 
Imagination has become hallucination.”34 Flusser points out that understanding the 
image as ‘sincere’, here means forgetting it is an image at all. It becomes the false 
pretence that something is present. In the context of Plato’s cave: holograms replaced 
the shadows.   
  
If increasing the resolution seems to result in favour of the illusion, decreasing 
resolution can be understood to hinder the illusion. Lowering the resolution of the 
image means ‘breaking the fourth wall’35 as the mimetic illusion starts to crack and 
image artefacts start to show. It looses value and no longer looks glossy, as it appears 
grainy. While the hallucination begins to fall, the low-resolution image immediately 
starts to expose itself for what it is: an image. The low-resolution image no longer 
accurately resembles the real, but as Hito Steyerl observes about the Poor Image, it is 
“no longer about the real thing—the originary original… Instead, it is about its own 
real conditions of existence.”36 The ‘obviously fake’ of the low-resolution image can 
thus be seen as a move towards more sincerity: as a forced ‘honesty’ about being 
‘fake’. The low-resolution image seems to have no claim being anything else than what 
it is. If the depiction in the low-resolution image can still be seen as an illusion, it is a 
very shitty one.  
 
The high-resolution image might be successful in immersing the viewer because of its 
visual mimesis. The low-resolution image no longer possesses this trade, as it no 
longer looks ‘true to nature’. However—in order to be a representational—it does still 
depend on a certain mimesis, known as the concept of Verisimilitude: from verisimilis 
‘probable’, from veri (genitive of verus ‘true’) + similis ‘like’.37 Verisimilitude is a term 
often used in preforming arts and literary fiction. If a work of fiction contains human 
interest and enough resemblance to truth, the reader or spectator can —as Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge coined it—“willingly suspend its disbelief” to the rest of the work. 38 
In opposition to the mimetic workings of the high-resolution, verisimilitude presents 
itself as fiction but offers enough ground for the spectator to willingly ‘believe’ in it. 
Where the high-resolution image becomes a hallucination, the low-resolution still calls 
for the imagination. 
 

 
Figure vi: Example of a high-resolution render. 
Demo render from Artlantis software, from: Artlantis https://artlantis.com/en/new-features (accessed March 2, 2019). 
 
Figure vii: Example of a low-resolution render. 
Project Folder “23 APPARTEMENTEN BLOK 3 VELLER 1 te BARNEVELD”, 2014. 
 

																																																								
34	Flusser,	10.	
35	Often	used	in	theatre	or	film,	the	forth	wall	is	the	imaginary	wall	between	the	actors	and	the	audience,	which	keep	the	
actors	from	acknowledging	the	audience.	Breaking	the	fourth	wall	means	for	an	actor	to	break	the	illusion	of	the	wall	and	
speak	directly	to	the	presence	of	the	audience.		
36	Steyerl,	8.	
37	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Verisimilitude”,	(accessed	January	20,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/verisimilitude	
38	Samuel	Taylor	Coleridge,	Biographia	Literaria	(1817).	Ed.	By	Nigel	Leask:	(London:	J.	M.	Dent,	1997),	XIV.	



The low-resolution image can thus shape its own conditions in reality. This does not 
mean that it has no function or relation to the ‘real’. It means that it does not have to 
visually align with the detail of the ‘real’. As for example in an early architectural 
render. When high-resolution has to show almost photographic detail in such 
simulations, it is safe to assume that this image can never keep its promise. It should 
give indication of how a design could look, but instead it falsely promises a final 
product. The low-resolution representation however, can place itself somewhere 
between the visual and a technical drawing by giving an indication that is more 
assumable, yet can avoid the details that are yet to be determined. The low-resolution 
image seems find a freedom in its ability to still work as an image, without needing all 
the detail to do so. Because of this, it can put focus on whatever it wants to emphasise. 
Its nature to not be complex allows the low-resolution image to be very accessible and 
to function as  “previews rather than screenings.”39 
 
An example of this is explored in documentary Gaming the Real World (2016). In this 
documentary, Anders Eklund questions how city-building simulations in games can be 
used in order to solve problems in the physical world. One of the storylines follows 
Block-by-Block, a collaborative project where developers organize workshops in public 
spaces that face problems due to quick city development. By using the base of 
Minecraft, an RPG-game that enables players to build worlds with bulky 1-meter 
square blocks, Block-by-Block invites inhabitants to participate in the urban planning 
of their own public spaces. Starting with a pre-build recreation of the current area, 
inhabitants can start to alter, edit and build ideas inside the bulky interface of 
Minecraft. Despite the abstraction, all inhabitants seem to recognize the bulky model 
as an accurate representation of the physical place. By using these low-resolution 
visuals, the simulation is stripped from complexity and becomes simple and accessible 
to inhabitants of all ages.  
 
If it comes to sincerity, the presumed weakness of the low-resolution becomes its 
strength. The lowering of resolution results in an image that cannot hide its artefacts, 
forcing it to be sincere about its actuality. The ‘obviously fake’ of the image might 
make it lose its ‘magic’ but it also releases the image from its need to visually keep up 
with its subject. The image can still refer to its subject, but unlike high-resolution, 
low-resolution offers the spectator a choice to imagine the rest. Where high-resolution 
‘appears to be,’ low-resolution ‘just is.’ A low-resolution image might not always be as 
clear, but it therefore also does not have to be literal and can shape it own conditions. 
It is a raw40 image that invites to further explore its ideas. It is less like a result and 
more like a sketch, an impression: a “visual idea.”  
 

	
Figure	viii	“Block	by	Block”	project.	Screenshot	taken	from	Gaming	the	Real	World.	
Anders Eklund, Gaming the Real World, 2016.	

																																																								
39	Steyerl,	7.		
40	Raw	as	in	rough	and	unrefined.	



  
Chapter 2 
Intimacy: why low-resolution is personal. 
 
The notion of ‘intimacy’ can be defined in more than one way. For one, you can speak 
of a certain intimacy when you are in close proximity of something or someone, 
physically. You also speak of being intimate when you have a close relationship with 
something or someone, as in you know that someone, trust them and care for them. 
You can also speak of intimacy when something becomes personal. This happens 
when you—for example—recognize something you know, something you contributed 
or when you recognize yourself in something or someone. When I say that lowering 
resolution allows more ‘intimacy’ in the image, this applies to all three definitions. If 
you take the first definition, you can already argue that the flatness of a low-resolution 
image results in ‘closeness’ because the spectator no longer stares into the image. The 
image artefacts—due to low-resolution—remind the viewer that they are looking at a 
flat surface. However we can go a lot deeper than that. In this chapter I will explore 
the relation of intimacy and the low-resolution.  
 
In chapter one, it has been established that the low-resolution is only a ‘shitty illusion’. 
It is an obvious fake that needs a certain entertaining for the viewer in order to fully 
function.41 With entertaining, I here mean to “give attention or consideration to (an 
idea or feeling.)”42 Media theorist Marshall McLuhan defined such media—medium 
that needs certain input—as a cool medium. The cool medium stands opposite to the 
hot medium and McLuhan placed media in either hot or cool, mainly based on the 
amount of information it can contain:  

 
A hot medium is one that extends one single sense in “high definition.” High 
definition is the state of being well filled with data. A photograph is, visually, 
“high definition.” A cartoon is “low definition,” simply because very little 
visual information is provided.43 
 

As McLuhan observes the differences in the two opposites, he states that a hot 
medium seems to ‘exclude’ because of its high detailing as they ‘engender specialism 
and fragmentation in living’.44 Hot mediums, like the high-resolution image, include 
one-way streets of communication wherein the spectator is passive. The cold medium 
seems to ‘include’ because it needs some form of input, like low-resolution image 
does. The spectator becomes a participant. 
 
The participation allowed in low-resolution image can be understood as a personal 
one, as it allows a great deal of visual interpretation. Since no solid truth exists, it is up 
to the spectator to make one. This means that the interpretation will be drawn from 
the spectators own memories: what they know, what they have seen, what they 
associate with, what they relate to. It might be compared to lying in the grass with a 
friend, looking at the clouds and finding different images in the same shapes. Next to 
the content: image itself, the spectator also can partially decide on the context of the 
image. For example, Allucquère Rosanne Stone writes in Will The Real Bodies Please 
Stand Up? about SIMNET, a two-dimensional cyberspace used for making army-
training simulations in the mid 80’s. Stone writes that, although the “video images are 
low-resolution and hardly convincing”, the lack of resolution helped in its advantage 
“since it requires the participants to actively engage their own imaginations to fill in 
the holes in the illusion.”45 Here, the body of the simulation—the game—is the same 
																																																								
41	Referring	to	chapter	1:	the	concept	of	‘Verisimilitude’	and	the	willing	suspense	of	disbelief.	
42	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Entertain”	(accessed	on	February	27,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/entertain 
43	Marshall	McLuhan,	Understanding	Media,	The	extensions	of	Man	(Berkeley:	Ginko	Press	Inc.,	2013),	chapter	2:	“Media	
Hot	and	Cold”,	iBooks.	
44	McLuhan,	chapter	2.	
45	Allucquère	Rosanne	Stone,	“Will	The	Real	Body	Please	Stand	Up?”,	Cyberspace,	First	Steps,	Michael	Benedikt	
(Cambridge:	MIT	Press,	1991),	5.	



in every perception, the context and content during playing is an individual experience 
fitted to ones liking, which can go from real life experience up to wild science fiction. 
The heightened experience can be understood to make the image more intimate 
because it is shaped by one’s personal liking and imagination. The perceived image in 
itself becomes more universal, more accessible as it determents less detailing.  
 
In a way, you could say that low-resolution makes an image contract and expand 
simultaneously. Meaning the image seems to contract when one puts its own 
interpretation in it as it becomes more defined on a personal scale. At the same time, 
the image is more interpretive because it’s more abstract, making its possible 
‘meaning’ more expandable, more ‘iconic’46, on communal scale. As the low-
resolution image invites the spectator to place individual experience in the image, it 
can become even more intimate when one starts to recognize and/or place them selves 
in the image. Scott McCloud explains how this might work with the metaphor of a 
face-to-face conversation. While having a conversation, we see the other up close, in 
front of us, in high-resolution. While partaking in the conversation, we are also carry 
certain awareness of our own face, but understandably only the areas that are active at 
that moment, like the eyes and the mouth. The image that we have of ourselves in that 
moment is far thus less detailed and looks as ‘simple and basic like a cartoon’4. 
McCloud goes on explaining that such image: 

 
…works as a vacuum into which our identity and awareness are pulled, an 
empty shell that we inhabit which enables us to travel in another realm. We 
don’t just observe the image, we become it.47 

 
To understand how these forms of intimacy in the low-resolution image might work, I 
would like to explore the artwork Supermarket Memories (2013), by British artist 
Holly White. The work takes on the form of a game in which White shares personal 
memories of trips to the supermarket. The game is downloadable from the artist’s 
website, exclusively as .EXE file. Both website and game seem to refer back to a time 
when websites looked like digital scrapbooks and the Windows PC reigned supreme. 
Upon starting the game, the screen fills with--what look like--digital collages of blown 
up images and bad typography, in short: very amateur. When starting the game, it is 
immediately laughable: the cursor is a cut out floating head (presumably White’s) 
which moves around on backgrounds containing screen shots of Google Street View 
(presumably environments of White’s daily life). Its ‘shitty’ aesthetic immediately 
invites the player to not take it to literal or serious. As one bumps the cursor onto 
floating pictures of Holly, it triggers pop-up screens with personal messages that 
insinuate a narrative of loneliness and heartbreak. In the background we hear pop-
songs offering heartbreak support as long as the lyrics seem to rhyme. ‘Supermarket 
Memories (2013)’ is intentionally cheesy, yet if relatable, subjective enough to 
momentarily take on the memories as your own. 
 

																																																								
46	‘Iconic’	as	understood	by	Scott	McCloud,	stated	in	the	introduction:	“iconic	representation	of	a	person,	place,	thing	or	
idea.”	
47	Scott	McCloud,	Understanding	Comics	(New	York:	Harper	Collins	Publishers	1993),	35-36.	

Figure ix: Screenshot 
from the Supermarket 
Memories playthrough 
(00.00.32). 

Holly White, 
Supermarket 
Memories, 2013, 
video. From 
Supermarket 
Memories Playthrough  
http://www.holly-
white.com/supermarke
tmemories/supermarke
tmemories.html 
(accessed February27, 
2019) 



 
The low-resolution images used in this example allow intimacy through subjective 
interpretations and personal recognitions. But what explicitly makes the image 
‘intimate’ in this example is its amateur appearance. Amateur here means homemade, 
or made by a person. It might look shitty, but that is exactly where the image shows 
that it’s ‘made’ by someone. The low-resolution images in the example here refer to a 
time of webcam photos and flashy gifs on forum profiles. It has the same personal 
touch as the shaky home video, or a mix-tape that has been personally assembled and 
shared. What all these examples have in common is that, mostly in ‘flaws’48, they 
contain the creator. As the high-resolution image seems to present a certain objective 
distance, it also demands professionalism and seems to, in the process, render out the 
flaws that seem to present the maker. Where the high-resolution seems to force 
everything to strive for standardised “perfection”, the low-resolution image celebrates 
images made for personal expression: something you made, rather than something 
made of you. 
 
To summarize, the low-resolution image allows intimacy in its broadest definition. 
Firstly in its pixelated appearance as the surface feels close and flat and secondly in the 
need for participation. This participation is based on subjective filling in of the image, 
which adds a piece of the spectator in the created image, making it more personal. It is 
a particular individual experience, because although the image might be the same, the 
personal association can make it a different one. The image becomes close to you, 
because it is partly a production of yourself, making it intimate. Thirdly: because the 
image is largely a shitty image, one to be laughed at and one that often looks amateur. 
As this is that what makes it sympathetic and humane. The representation of a human 
can be inherently found in the very making of the image.

																																																								
48	With	‘Flaws’	I	mean	a	shortcoming	due	to	lack	of	experience	and/or	professionalism.	

Figure x: Screenshot 
from the Supermarket 
Memories playthrough 
(00:02:00). 

Holly White, 
Supermarket Memories, 
2013, video. From 
Supermarket Memories 
Playthrough  
http://www.holly-
white.com/supermarketm
emories/supermarketme
mories.html (accessed 
February27, 2019) 
 



Chapter 3 
Fantasy, why low-resolution is autonomous. 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a relation between ‘amateur’ and the 
low-resolution image. Where low-resolution results in a shitty image, the amateurs are 
shitty makers. They are “inept or unskilful,” 49 a non-professional. But the 
unprofessionalism and flaws also adhere the presence of a creator. However, as 
“consumer formats are increasingly adapting to the tastes of cineastes and esthetes”50 
amateur images are no longer allowed to look ‘shitty’. Take for example the latest 
iPhone Xs. Its “Breakthrough dual-camera system” that shoots 4K-video in 60 fps 
contains “Apple-designed ISP” which “works like the world’s fastest photographer’s 
assistant to help turn your pictures into showstoppers.”51 The camera in this iPhone 
contains features like the “smart HDR” that automatically brings more highlight and 
shadow to the image. Moreover, it includes “better image fidelity, greater colour 
accuracy, reduced noise in low-light shots” and enhanced “bokeh effects” that promise 
to make your portraits more professional “thanks to a sophisticated background 
blur.”52 These examples are just a “fraction of what the camera system considers even 
before you shoot.”53 However, all functions can be understood to dictate and 
manipulate the output to a professional and aesthetically pleasing picture.  

 
We can understand the image created by the iPhone Xs as a high-resolution image. 
But not only in the sense that it is high in pixel density and very detailed. Understood 
from the definition of ‘resolution’, we can the image as high “determined or 
resolute.”54 As Rosa Menkman states in Beyond Resolution:  

 
Resolution does not just refer to a numerical quality or a measure of acutance. 
Resolutions are made, and they involve a procedural trade-off… resolutions are 
the determination of what is run, read, and seen, and what is not. In a way, 
resolutions form a lens of (p)reprogrammed truths.55  

 
From this definition, a high-resolution image can thus be understood as subject to a 
																																																								
49 Oxford English Living Dictionaries, “Amateur” (accessed on March 1, 2019): 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/amateur 
50 Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image”, E-flux Journal #10 (November 2009): 1, http://worker01.e-
flux.com/pdf/article_94.pdf 
51 “iPhone Xs Camera”, Apple.com, accessed on February 27, 2019, https://www.apple.com/iphone-xs/cameras. 
52 “iPhone Xs”, Apple.com, accessed on February 27, 2019, https://www.apple.com/iphone-xs. 
53 “iPhone Xs Camera”, Apple.com, accessed on February 27, 2019, https://www.apple.com/iphone-xs/cameras. 
54 Oxford English Living Dictionaries, “Resolution” (accessed on February 27, 2019): 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/resolution 
55 Rosa Menkman, Beyond Resolution: An Introduction, Academia.edu, 2017, 5-7, 
http://www.academia.edu/36445732/Beyond_Resolution_An_Introduction 

Figure xi: Screenshot 
from Apple website 
about the iPhone Xs 
Camera features. 

Apple, “iPhone Xs 
Camera” 
https://www.apple.com/i
phone-xs/cameras/ 
(accessed March 5 
2019) 



high form of “procedural trade-off”. It therefore cannot only be understood to 
‘exclude’ the viewer in its interpretation56, but also to ‘exclude’ the maker as the image 
is highly subjected to the “technological procedures and trade-offs made by the 
programmer (or artist).”57 In the case of the iPhone Xs, the resolution seems to take a 
high authorship over the image in favour of professionalism and aesthetics. As it 
dictates the way you photograph, you can question who created the image. There is 
little left for the user of the iPhone. 
 
But not only is there little left for the user in the image, the appliance of the high-
resolution image can also be understood to leave little of the user themselves. As all 
example images on the Apple website include faces, there seems to be a strong 
emphasis on portrait photography. Now that the maker and subject of the image 
increasingly become one—like in the selfie58—the high-resolution image seems to turn 
the subject from ‘actual’ to ‘ideal.’59 In Spam of the Earth: Withdrawal from 
Representation, Hito Steyerl writes that: “it is a misunderstanding that cameras are 
tools of representation; they are at present tools of disappearance.60 The more people 
are represented the less is left of them in reality.”61 Like Sontag and Flusser, Steyerl 
observes that the high-resolution seems to capture and obscure the subject.62 The 
difference in this situation is that the images are now not only initiated, but also 
distributed in name of the subject. She explains that cell-phone cameras and social 
media have “created a zone of mutual mass-surveillance”. This surveillance is 
institutional but also of each other “by taking countless pictures and publishing them 
in almost real time.”63 As the pressure to preform and conform grows, Stereyl observes 
a movement of people “walk[ing] away from visual representation” to avoid being 
“represented to pieces.”64 Nearing the end, Steyerl concludes that the people are an 
event rather than a representation:  

 
And as people are increasingly makers of images—and not their objects or 
subjects—they are perhaps also increasingly aware that the people might 
happen by jointly making an image and not by being represented in one.65 

 
Intrigued by this last quote from Steyerl, I felt a connection between the withdrawal 
from visual representation and the low-resolution image as it reminded me of the 
following. As product of the 90’s, my sister and I were fortunate enough to have 
moments of our life recorded on tape. My dad took a camera he invested in to every 
event worth taping like vacations, birthdays and ‘plays’ my sister and I used to put on. 
I remember my dad once expressing sadness about being absent in most of the 
material, as he was always the one holding the camera. In a way, he felt he sacrificed 
his place in the videos by taking the effort of making them. But—as I like to 
understand from Steyerl—he “happens” in the image at all times: in the way it shakes, 
it cuts, in the background commentary, in the things he captured, how it involves his 
humour. Those films are directed towards his experience; my family and me are 
merely the actors playing in it. These films are very much a reflection of his love for his 
family and the moments he held dear. They show his perceptions of life and do not 
necessarily represent my childhood experiences. Rather, they help me understand my 
father and every time I watch the footage, I discover something new. If anything, these 

																																																								
56 As stated in chapter 2, using McLuhan’s description of the hot medium. 
57 Menkman, 5. 
58	Photographic	selfportrait.		
59	Hito	Steyerl,	“Spam	of	the	Earth:	Withdrawal	from	Representation”,	E-flux	Journal	#32	(February	2012):	1,	
http://worker01.e-flux.com/pdf/article_8948981.pdf	
60 The original text includes the following endnote from Steyerl: “I remember my former teacher Wim Wenders 
elaborating on the photographing of things that will disappear. It is more likely, though, that things will disappear if (or 
even because) they are photographed.” (note 10) 
61 Steyerl, 5.	
62	As	stated	in	chapter	1:	The	observations	by	Susan	Sontag	on	photography	“acquiring” its subject and those of Flusser 
stating that a high-resolution image starts to ‘obscure’ its subject, rather than represent its subject.	
63	Steyerl,	5.	
64	Steyerl,	7.	
65	Steyerl,	7.	



recordings of me inherently represent a low-resolution portrait of him.  
 
 
If we hold on to the definition of resolution by Menkman, we can understand the low-
resolution images from the example above as being less-determined. This here means 
that the low-resolution image allows it to be raw66 and therefore also more sincere and 
intimate. Internally this also allows the low-resolution portrait of the maker, 
metaphorically. The low-resolution portrait is not made of depictions; the maker can 
be physically invisible. What creates the low-resolution portrait is the idea of the 
creator behind the image. It invites the spectator to understand the maker through the 
images, as creator and subject alike. The image can shape an idea of ones person; yet 
loose from physical representation it cannot longer be seen as literal information. 
Where the high-resolution image seems to subject the creator to the depiction, the 
low-resolution image seems to become a self-expression from within the creator. 
 
As McCloud explains “our identities belong permanently to the conceptual world,”67 
the realm of ideas and imagination, a world not confined by physical restrains. With 
identity here, I mean the idea of “who or what somebody/something is.”68 The low-
resolution images as self-portrait thus can define the ‘quality of being identical’ in a 
more conceptual way.  In Will the Real Body Please Stand Up? Rosanne Stone 
observes a situation where such creation of subjective identity happens, in the context 
of the early 90s Internet: a space where people could meet outside the sensual world: 

 
On the nets, where warranting or grounding, a persona in a physical body, is 
meaningless, men routinely use female personae whenever they choose, and 
vice versa. This wholesale appropriation of the other has spawned new modes 
of interaction. Ethics, trust, and risk still continue, but in different ways. 
Gendered modes of communication themselves have remained relatively 
stable, but who uses which of the two socially recognized modes has become 
more plastic.69 

 
The early Internet was limited in information and like the low-resolution image; most 
was left to the imagination. Because the identity was largely in text, norms like gender 
seemed more fluid, as the feminine and masculine become an interchangeable 
characteristic, rather than an at birth-given identity. The absence of literal depiction 

																																																								
66	Raw	as	in,	rough,	shaky,	flawed	and	unedited.		
67 Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics (New York: Harper Collins Publishers 1993), 40. 
68	Oxford	Learner’s	Dictionaries,	“Identity”	(accessed	on	March	1,	2019):	
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/identity?q=identity	
69 Allucquère Rosanne Stone, “Will The Real Body Please Stand Up?”, Cyberspace, First Steps, Michael Benedikt 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991), 2. 

Figure xii: Screenshot 
from a home video. 
Jan van Meel, Sinterklaas 
1998, November 1998, 
Video. 



here seems to spark a freedom of exploration. This is a very interesting thought, 
because it might allow one to tap into sides of themselves that previously might have 
been oppressed or seen as off-limits. The freedom here lies in the autonomy of not 
having to conform. The “who am I?” rather than the “who should I be?” In the 
conceptual world, as on the Internet, the physical can be irrelevant.  
 
The current flow of high-resolution images in consumer formats, allow people to 
create and consume depictions in fine detail. But as literal interpretations, the people 
are forced to minimize their depiction to “a compressed stereotype for ideological 
gain.”70 Here they loose their “freedom from external control or influence”, their 
autonomy.71 High-resolution images offer little room for subjectivity or suggestion; at 
present they are too orthodox. The low-resolution image can put control back in the 
hands of the individual: to create, express and imagine visual identities apart from 
resoluteness. The idea of an identity, not restrained in conception and perception by 
anything but fantasy, is limitless.  

																																																								
70	Steyerl,	7.	
71	Oxford	English	Living	Dictionaries,	“Autonomy”	(accessed	on	March	1,	2019):	
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/autonomy	



Conclusion 
 
Western image culture seems to highly prefer a high-resolution image. The 
contemporary image is mimetic, glossy, aesthetically pleasing, professional and 
detailed. In a stream of massive high-resolution image exchange, the low-resolution 
image is undesirable. It is a compressed image deprived from information, its shitty 
depiction lacks detail and shows a blurry and bulky mess. It is useless, but only if you 
view it as the incompetent version of a high-resolution image. As the image detaches 
from its mimetic depiction, it moves towards the world of conception. It is a world 
more personal and whimsical, a world that the high-resolution image cannot attain. 
The low-resolution becomes the “visual idea”.  
 
A low-resolution image does not possess ‘mimetic magic.’ It is an obvious fake. This 
however, allows the spectator to willingly suspend its disbelief to the image. The low-
resolution image has the ability to create internal ‘realities’ that are not restricted to 
the large detail of convincing mimicry. The sincerity of the low-resolution lies in its 
honest portrayal as an idea, it does not assume a ‘set’ reality. The image is less 
polished and more ‘raw’: open for interpretation and input. The low-resolution image 
invites the spectator to fill its imaginary gaps. As this participation is subjective, the 
image becomes partly one drawn from personal experiences. When the image is 
(subjectively) relatable enough, one can temporarily become the image. As low-
resolution images often look amateur, they display the presence of a maker in the 
roughness of the image. Because of this, the intimacy of the image is not experienced 
externally, but also internally. As the maker is present inside the image, the low-
resolution image can represent the maker based on conception instead of depiction. It 
can be a less-determined portrait, based on the expression within the image. As we can 
understand identities to be part of the conceptual world, the low-resolution image can 
portray more autonomous definitions of identity, beyond physical restraints. The 
image encourages expression and exploration, freedom from restrictions and the 
allowance to fantasize. 
  
In a high-resolution world based on definition, hegemony and credibility, the low-
resolution can offer an escape from sharpness. Compared to the high-resolution 
image, the low-resolution does not command to be taken seriously and is far from 
literal or objective. It is less ‘what it needs to be’ and ‘more what you want it to be.’ 
This does not mean that the image is discreditable; it just means that the image is 
more inclusive. Its allowance to be ‘amateur,’ unrefined and accessible puts the 
control back into the creator’s hands. With freedom to create, publish and express, 
new ideas might truly start to form. This goes without the exception of poor taste, 
fiction, desire, insanity and sentiments. In a world where everything is coated in a 
thick gloss of ‘ideal,’ the low-resolution image can offer a more relatable and personal 
representation. They are like people they represent, only slightly determinable. 
 
 

Figure xiii: Edit of One or Three 
Chairs 

Ole Ukena, Cher, Chair, Share 
(Hello Joseph), 2011. From Ole 
Ukena portfolio website 
http://www.oleukena.com/portfol
io/cher-chair-share-hello-joseph/ 
(accessed March 6, 2019). 
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